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LANGUAGES AND CULTURES IN CONTACT. THE
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SYSTEM IN UPPER LUSATIA

Abstract

Upper Sorbs are a Slavic minority group living in eastern Germany. The number of Upper Sorbian
speakers is diminishing. Upper Sorbs, the majority of whom are Catholics, have a strong ethnic
identity based on language, faith, and tradition and they form a rather closed community in
relation to the surrounding German population. To counteract the process of language loss, the
Sorbs have established an educational project called ‘Witaj’. The continuation of this project is
the ‘2 plus’ program of bilingual education in schools, which has been implemented by the federal
state of Saxony. The idea behind these initiatives is to connect native Upper Sorbian speakers
and learners in order to facilitate the achievement of language competence and to break down
existing ethnic boundaries. The realisation of this concept has encountered numerous problems.
The German-speaking pupils involved often feel unmotivated to learn Sorbian and are often
rejected by the Sorbian-speaking community as (potential) members.
This article presents the results of a research project examining the way young people from
German-speaking homes who attend one of the Upper Sorbian middle schools acquire Sorbian
language competence and how they create an identity in relation/opposition to their Sorbian-
speaking peers. The analysis is based on the sociolinguistic observations of language practices
conducted in the school in 2017 and on interviews with both native speakers and learners of
Upper Sorbian. The article focuses on the following issues: relations between language practices,
the necessary conditions for the active use of minority languages by learners, language and inter-
personal contact, the acceptance of new speakers, and the creation of ‘communities of practice’.
Keywords: minority language learners; Upper Sorbian; bilingual education; new speakers; com-
munity of practice
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1 Introduction
‘New speakers’ are not at all a new phenomenon. Those who could have been called ‘new speakers’
have existed whenever there has been contact between languages (Lim & Ansaldo, 2016; Matras,
2009). Learning the language of one’s neighbours or co-workers, or of a community, is a basic
human need as it allows people to communicate, integrate and establish relationships. When we
refer to new speakers of a language in the context of immigration, this concept does not pose any
questions or doubts: a person living in the surroundings of a new language must learn it as quickly
as possible so as to be able to function and to adapt to their new environment and society.

The situation is different in regard to new speakers of minority languages. In the European
context, minority and regional languages exist in a situation of unequal bilingualism. The members
of the minority group are expected to be bilingual, speaking the minority language while also being
proficient in the dominant language. In contrast, the members of the dominant language group
speak only the dominant language and are not encouraged to learn the minority language. When
researching minority language communities in Europe, two opposite tendencies in speakers and
potential speakers of these languages can be identified (Grenoble & Whaley, 2006, p. 172). On
the one hand, there is a strong feeling of inferiority, which results in different language ideologies
(Schieffelin, Woolard, & Kroskrity, 1998) and state policy. On the other hand, discourse about the
benefits of multilingualism (Duchêne & Heller, 2012) has become influential, as has the argument
of the basic human need to find personal roots in a globalised world. Both these tendencies are
based on the situation of minority speech communities in the 20th and 21st centuries.

To understand the importance of new speakers for the future of minority languages in Europe
and elsewhere, we need to understand how language shifts have occurred. Simplifying a range of
processes which are very complex and different for diverse groups, it could be said that during the
20th century the situation of language minorities in Europe changed significantly. Many factors
contributed to this, such as industrialisation imposing a change in lifestyle; the extension of the
railway system facilitating early emigration on a grander scale; urbanisation and the emergent
break down of territorial communities; two world wars and their demographic and political effects
and the mass media broadcasting initially only in the dominant languages. The dominant languages
entered into spheres which until then had been reserved for the minority languages, and they
became the synonymous with progress and modernity. This resulted in changes in people’s lifestyles
and led to acculturation. Add to this the openly hostile national policies of numerous states towards
minority languages, and the interruption of the intergenerational transmission of these languages
is understandable.

At the same time, at the turn of the 60’s and 70’s in Western Europe and after the political
changes in Eastern Europe, social movements developed and led to the creation of new movements
called ‘ethnic revivals’ (Smith, 1981). This precipitated the revaluation of minority languages and
cultures by motivating people to resist, supplying them with adequate tools of pressure and poli-
tical support. Facing the weakening of the intergenerational transmission of minority languages,
the greatest effort was focused on the teaching of minority languages in schools. At the European
level, language rights began to be treated also as human rights. The world’s diversity of languages
was recognised as something of value which should not be lost. Within this discourse, multilin-
gualism also started to be presented positively, with numerous campaigns making people aware of
the benefits of knowing as many languages as possible.

As mentioned above, the term ‘new speakers’ has gained importance recently in the milieu
of researchers concerned with language minorities, with the last decade seeing numerous stu-
dies dedicated to this phenomenon (see O’Rourke, Ramallo, & Pujolar, 2015; Smith-Christmas,
Ó Murchadha, Hornsby, & Moriarty, 2018). Thanks to the education system in/of some minority
languages a new group of minority language learners has appeared. Sometimes they are called ‘new
speakers’ although – as different studies show – in many cases the languages learned at school
are not used on a daily basis. Proficiency and language competence depends on many factors: the
language learning method, motivation, and practice – the use of a learned language. Therefore,
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there is a need to differentiate between minority language learners and new speakers.
Language learners are those who are learning a minority language at school or during particular

courses. They may be motivated to become familiar with this language and to use it both in the
classroom and outside school, but they may also participate in classes unwillingly and have no
intention of speaking the language. Therefore, being a language learner does not imply acquiring
language competence, or actively taking part in minority language practices.

With the notion of new speakers, the situation is much more complicated because in the milieu
of those who deal with minority languages this phenomenon now has different research approaches
to define it. Furthermore, the notion of a ‘new speaker’ depends greatly on the language community
context.

The definition used in the research presented in this article is wide ranging as it combines
some elements of other definitions. ‘New speakers’ are, therefore, individuals who have not learnt
a language through conventional family transmission, or through exposure to its use within their
local community (O’Rourke & Pujolar, 2013). They make a constant effort to speak this language,
regardless of their level of language competence (Hornsby, 2015). They begin to participate in,
and/or identify themselves with, the speech community (Dołowy-Rybińska, 2017), and they st-
ruggle to be accepted and recognised as fellow speakers by the speech community (Ó Murchadha,
Hornsby, Smith-Christmas, & Moriarty, 2018). There are four important elements in this defini-
tion: 1) the process of learning a language (education); 2) the effort to use it (language practices);
3) the willingness to become a part of the ‘speech community’ (identity); and 4) being ‘legitimized’
as a speaker (recognition).

Most European language minorities have their own system of minority language education
(although these systems vary greatly) and it is through education that most ‘new speakers’ are
formed. Additionally, as different studies have shown, education at school does not necessarily
translate into language practices, especially outside the classroom and when education ends. Ho-
wever, as will be seen in the example of the Upper Sorbian community, the most difficult process is
that of becoming accepted and recognised as legitimate minority language speakers by the speech
community. This depends not only on the motivation of the learners, but also on the ‘speech
community’ itself: their acceptance of ‘new speakers’ and their openness towards them.

It should be borne in mind that ‘learners’ and ‘new speakers’ of minority languages are influ-
enced by the situation and status of the relevant minority language community. These factors may
have a positive influence on the motivation of learners whose ancestors assimilated linguistically
with the dominant language in the past, and who are now looking for opportunities to learn this
minority language themselves or to persuade their children to learn it. They may also influence po-
sitively on the attitudes of some dominant culture members towards learning a minority language
which for centuries was in an inferior position and which was not of any value on the linguistic
market (Bourdieu, 1991) but which has now gained status as a language contributing to perso-
nal bilingual development. On the other hand, years and centuries of humiliation, inferiority, and
ridicule have forced minority groups to develop survival strategies. They may have constructed
imaginary boundaries to separate themselves from the dominant group and to protect their lan-
guage and culture. In this case, various minority group language ideologies against learners and
new speakers of their language may occur (see Costa, 2015). In this situation, the presence of le-
arners and new speakers who come to a group with a willingness to speak their language and with
ideas of how to protect the language may be difficult to accept. Consequently, there is a need to
look at the situation of learners and new speakers of a minority language from both perspectives:
the perspective of the minority group and that of those who are striving to learn the language.
This article will concentrate on the latter, while bearing in mind the more or less conscious reasons
for the strategies that have been chosen and applied by the Upper Sorbian community.
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2 The Upper Sorbian community
Sorbs live in eastern Germany, close to the Polish and Czech borders. They are the descendants
of the Slavic tribes who settled from the 7th century in the area between the Elbe and the Saale.
After the Middle Ages only the Sorbs in Lower and Upper Lusatia escaped Germanisation because
of their unique situation in these territories. Statistics from the years 1884-1886 counted about
166,000 Sorbian-speaking people (Schön & Scholze, 2014). As a result of industrialisation, lignite
mining, the assimilationist policies of both the German Empire and the Weimar Republic, and
the Nazis’ anti-Sorbian policy, whose aim was the ethnic extermination of these Slavic people, the
number of Sorbs was reduced by half by the years 1955/56 (Bott-Bodenhausen, 1997; Förster,
1995; Pech & Scholze, 2003; Schön & Scholze, 2014, p. 35). Although the results of post-war
socialist policies towards the Sorbs are ambiguous (Meškank, 2011, 2016; Pech, 1999), in the
GDR, for the first time in history, a Sorbian school system and state-funded Sorbian institutions
were established.

The Sorbian community is divided into two distinct groups: Upper Sorbs, with up to 40,000
people who identify with this community and probably around 14,000 speakers of the Upper
Sorbian language, and Lower Sorbs, with about 20,000 members and perhaps fewer than 3,000
speakers of the language (Elle, 2014, pp. 100 and next). These are approximate numbers: the last
general sociolinguistic survey was conducted in the 1980s (Elle, 1992), with some partial research
conducted in different parts of Lusatia afterwards (Jodlbauer, Spiess, & Steenwijk, 2001; Norberg,
1996; Walde, 2004). However, the Sorbs themselves avoid such statistics, fearing that Germany
could cut funding if the number of Sorbian languages speakers diminished drastically (Elle, 2010,
2011).1

The research presented in this article concerns the Upper Sorbian community only. Among Up-
per Sorbs there is a Catholic group who live close to Bautzen/Budyšin (Schön & Scholze, 2014).
They became a religious minority within the Slavic ethnic minority when – after the Reformation
– 90 per cent of Sorbs chose Protestantism. Only the parishes belonging to monasteries of St.
Marienstern and St. Peter in Bautzen/Budyšin remained Catholic. Nevertheless, in the 20th cen-
tury Catholic Sorbs became the dominant Sorbian group. In the region between Bautzen/Budyšin,
Wittichenau/Kulow and Kamenz/Kamjenc, with about 70 villages and approximately 6,500 Sor-
bian speakers (Elle, 2014, p. 101), the Sorbs are not only in the majority, but have also managed
to maintain the intergenerational transmission of the Upper Sorbian language (Jaenecke, 2003;
Walde, 2004). Catholic Sorbs kept Sorbian alive as an everyday language. Furthermore, in this
region, and nowhere else, the schools offer classes in the Sorbian language (Pech, 1999, p. 113).
Today, Sorbian Catholics also determine the public image of all Sorbs: Sorbians and Catholicism
are seen as belonging together in media coverage (Tschernokoshewa, 2000, p. 88) and the Sorbian
Catholic villages are looked upon as the core Sorbian region.

For the purposes of the research presented here it was important that Catholic Upper Sorbs
form a group that separates itself from Germans with a threefold boundary: linguistic (Sorbian vs.
German), ethnic (Sorbs/Slavs vs. Germans), and religious (Catholics vs. Protestants) (Schön &
Scholze, 2014). The community is built on a success story. With the high fertility of the loess soil of
the St. Marienstern Monastery, and the resulting economic conditions, from early in the history of
the region farmers developed an ethnic self-consciousness and demonstrated their national-religious
self-awareness through different customs, such as Easter horse processions. They later achieved
economic success and benefited from the educational opportunities of the GDR’s socialist system
(Keller, 2000, p. 60), and continued after the reunification of Germany. Today, the unemployment
level is 4.5 per cent in the Sorbian Catholic community, much lower than in Saxony as a whole,

1Recently a former member of the right-wing populist party AfD gave new cause for these concerns in the
parliamentary debate concerning the report of the Saxon State Government on the situation of the Sorbian people
with the demand to count Sorbs. The unanimous public rejection – not only from Sorbian members of the parliament,
but also from the Saxon Minister of Science and Culture – compared the counting of Sorbs with Nazi racism and
their plans of Sorbian genocide (Sächsischer Landtag, 2018; “Wot wustawy so jara zdaluja”, 2018).
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where it stands at 10 per cent (Budarjowa, 2018, p. 168). The birth-rate among Upper Sorbs is
also higher than in the rest of the federal State of Saxony (Budarjowa, 2018, p. 165). The religious
boundary limited the possibility of mixed marriages (Catholic-Protestant and therefore Sorbian-
German) for many years up to 1945 (Walde, 2004). Although it was less strict in the GDR (Keller,
2000, p. 118), there is still a strong tradition of marriages between Catholic partners, preferably
Sorbian.

In the Catholic region the Sorbian language has maintained the historic role of a ‘sacred’
language (Pollack, 2016, p. 6), and priests today still continue in their role of national-religious
leaders and teachers. As Jaenecke (2003, pp. 227, 289) and Kimura (2015) have shown, they
enable and support Sorbs, especially young people and families, to speak Sorbian. As a result of
all these factors, Sorbian Catholics view the relation between identity, the cultivation of customs,
and language use as inseparable and consider themselves to be the ‘true/real Sorbs’. Nearly twenty
years ago Tschernokoshewa analysed this phenomenon, taking into consideration the discourse of
Catholic priests’ as to who is a real Sorbian in terms of relations of power and the right to define
it (Tschernokoshewa, 2000, p. 91).

Catholic Sorbs protect their community by avoiding integration with Germans: in the past and
until the present this contact has always ended with the shift of the Sorbian language to German.
It is also important to underline the fact that the attitudes of the surrounding Germans towards
Sorbs and their language are far from positive: the German inhabitants of Lusatia in general
accept Sorbs and their language, but on condition it is not used in their presence (Ratajczak,
2011, p. 36). In other words, Sorbs can use their language in their private lives but they should
be obliged to use German when in public. This discourse is so strong that it determines people’s
language practices: Sorbs avoid using their language in the presence of Germans. The ‘bicultural
normality’ – accepted and practiced by both Germans and Sorbs – in Upper Lusatia is clearly
divided. There are two parallel yet strictly separated worlds existing: one German and one Sorbian.
The underlying logic of this dynamic is based on the assumption that no language contact means
no cultural conflict. This strategy protects, on the one hand, the Germans from confrontation
with a Slavic language they do not understand and, on the other hand, guarantees the right of
the Sorbs to have their own sphere of language and cultural practices. When Sorbs move into the
German world, they change their names, making their Sorbianness imperceptible and inaudible
(Ratajczak, 1998, p. 144). When in the presence of Germans, they usually speak German with one
another. To do otherwise would be to violate the rules of segregation, of avoiding contact with no
mixed spheres. In other words, to enter the Sorbian world means being able to speak Sorbian.

This combination of Sorbian and German attitudes makes it especially difficult for German-
speaking people to become ‘new speakers’ of the Sorbian language. Although the Upper Sorbian
schools teaching in the ‘2 plus’, bilingual system are. by definition Sorbian, the division into two
worlds also exists in them.

3 Upper Sorbian education
Upper Sorbian language teaching was introduced in Lusatia as early as after World War II (Pjech,
2001). In 1952, in line with the official policy of bilingualism in Lusatia which was in place for
a brief period, a division between ‘A’ forms (lessons conducted almost only in Upper Sorbian
for pupils from Sorbian-speaking families) and ‘B’ forms (in which Upper Sorbian was taught as
a second/foreign language to students of German-speaking families who wanted their children to
know this minority language) was established. The idea was to make Sorbian-language education
obligatory for all Sorbs. This situation continued until 1964, when a new regulation making the
learning of Sorbian voluntary came into force. The number of pupils learning Sorbian diminished
threefold in a single year. All efforts of the Domowina to change this policy failed. It is also
important to underline that Germans did not take a positive view of the proposed solutions and
that the educational results in ‘B’ forms were not satisfactory.
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Following the transformation of the political system and the reunification of Germany, and
with the significant decline in the number of children brought up in the Sorbian language, in the
1990s Sorbs initiated – at first only in pre-school classes – the ‘Witaj’ [Welcome] programme, an
immersive type of education which was to be exclusively in Sorbian. Kindergartens that parti-
cipated in the programme were attended by children of Sorbian-speaking and German-speaking
families whose parents, for various reasons, wanted their children to learn Sorbian (Budarjowa,
2009; Kaulfürstowa, 2008). For the immersive education to produce results, the ‘2 plus’ programme
for primary and middle schools was initiated, in line with the educational concept recommended by
the EU known as ‘native language +2’ (Gazsi, 2005; Rindler-Schjerve & Vetter, 2012). In the case
of Lusatia, the programme consists of instruction in two languages (German and Upper Sorbian)
and the learning of a third language. Instruction in two languages was to allow young people from
German-speaking homes to integrate linguistically with the Upper Sorbian speech community and
become proficient in the language. The general idea of mixing language and cultural groups is also
to provide the German-speaking children an entry into the Sorbian-speaking language community.
The introduction of the ‘2 plus’ concept into Upper Sorbian schools also aimed to raise awareness
of the advantages resulting from bilingualism and multiculturalism in the area inhabited by Sorbs
and Germans alike. However, the implementation of bilingual education diverted the idea from
what the results should have been.

The Upper Sorbian schools in the Upper Sorbian-speaking area function today in the ‘2 plus’
system. Pupils attend classes according to their Sorbian language competences: Upper Sorbian
native speakers learn together and German-speakers are divided into further groups, ones with
a basic level of Sorbian and ones with an intermediate level. This is also reflected in the construction
of classes in middle school. After the beginning of middle school, all children are divided, based on
their language competences, their parent’s motivation and the individual opinion of a responsible
teacher, into three types of classes.

There are thus three categories of classes in the ‘2 plus’ system, in which only one represents
a ‘strong’ form of education (leading to full bilingualism) while two represent a ‘weak’ form of
minority language education, which does not really enable pupils to become proficient in the Upper
Sorbian language (Skutnabb-Kangas & McCarthy, 2008). This language group division lasts to
the end of the 10th grade. From the 11th grade to the baccalaureate, the teaching system changes.
During the two last years of student education, there is a system of courses chosen on the basis
of individual interests and plans and this results in the mixing of the previous groups. However,
because of the wide variation in the language competences of the pupils, most of the mixed courses
are mainly conducted in German.

The problem discussed in this article, which has important consequences for non-native student
opportunities, capacities and desires (Grin, 2003) to learn and to speak Upper Sorbian, is that the
division between three groups which exists during most of school education is almost complete.
This time at school is decisive for creating healthy relationships, but students share no lessons with
peers from other language groups, and have almost no mixed afterschool activities, excursions, or
events. They have no opportunities and, therefore, no need to get to know each other.

4 Research methodology
This article is based on research on the language practices and attitudes of the non-native students
of an Upper Sorbian school. This research is of an interdisciplinary character. It was inspired by
a sociolinguistic reflection on minority language practices and education (Baker & Wright, 2017;
García, 2016; Wright, Boun, & García, 2015), and studies on new speakers of minority languages,
combined with anthropological research based on participant observations of the pupils’ language
practices at school and in-depth interviews with students of the 11th grade. Other aspects of the
study, not discussed within the frame of this article, are comprised of a statistical (quantitative)
survey (see: Dołowy-Rybińska, 2018), and group discussions.
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The present article will concentrate on the problems of Upper Sorbian learners in the ‘2 plus’
system and the challenges of becoming a ‘new speaker’ of the language based on the analysis of
excerpts of in-depth interviews with 11th grade pupils. These pupils come mainly from the two
types of classes for non-natives, although the picture is complemented with statements from native
Sorbian speakers in order to show the relations and attitudes of both sides, as these also influence
students’ willingness to learn and use the language. There were 19 interviews recorded with pupils
from 3 types of classes. Pupils could choose which language they wanted to speak during the
interviews: Upper Sorbian or German. Excerpts from these interviews have been translated into
English for this article, maintaining the oral, informal style of the statements.

This article presents part of the research which was conducted at the beginning of the 2017/2018
school year, when the study participants had just started 11th grade. This stage of education is
particularly critical for the reasons described above: up to the 10th grade, the three types of Upper
Sorbian language classes are separated and the lessons are in the same schooling system groups.
Beginning with the 11th grade, students are no longer divided into classes. Instead, there is a sy-
stem of courses and for the first time students from the three groups are mixed. Additionally, those
teenagers at the age of 16 to 18 (as are the respondents) are mature enough to ask themselves
questions of identity, and to be responsible for educational decisions. On the other hand, they
are still strongly affected by outside influences and stereotypes current at school and within their
communities concerning a minority group. Researchers are of the opinion that, for this reason, the
high school can be treated as a ‘hothouse for the construction of identities’ (Eckert, 1998, p. 163).
School creates special conditions that shape young people’s attitudes and characters under conditi-
ons of certain alienation, which Kathryn Woolard (2011, p. 618), referring to the Michail Bakhtin’s
theory, named a ‘distinct chronotope.’ Therefore, it is reasonable to think that researching the
attitudes and motivations of non-native students at the Upper Sorbian middle school can provide
significant information about German-Sorbian relations, deepen understanding of the motivation
and the conditions necessary to learn a minority language, and give some indications regarding
minority language education in a situation of unequal bilingualism.

5 Pupils’ language practices
Language practices in the school are very complex, as in any context with more than one language.
As described earlier, there are pupils with different language competences in the school: Sorbian
native-speakers who use the Upper Sorbian language among themselves but who usually switch
to German when with other pupils; Upper Sorbian natives who speak mainly German among
themselves and use Sorbian during lessons conducted in Sorbian; and Upper Sorbian language
learners. Among this last group, we can distinguish those whose Sorbian language competences
are high and who can easily understand Sorbian and often have some speaking language skills.
They mainly attend bilingual classes. Nevertheless, not all pupils who are in bilingual education
can be called ‘new speakers’ of Sorbian – some are hardly able to speak the language. Apart from
them, there are those who may be called Sorbian language learners. In this group most of the
pupils, after a few years of classes, cannot speak Sorbian and do not understand much. It may
be that this results not only from the methods of language teaching and the educational system
itself, but also from the lack of a school language policy which would favour Sorbian over German
and encourage the use of Sorbian or Sorbian-German translanguaging (see García & Wei, 2014)
in school and during after-school activities.

The words of one girl, who represents a positive example of how it is possible to become an
Upper Sorbian new speaker, illustrate the problems of the education system. She is from a German-
speaking family but her parents decided to send her to the Sorbian native speaker’s class despite
the teacher advice that it would be too difficult for her. Today she speaks perfect Sorbian and
feels quite integrated with the group. For the interview she chose to speak Sorbian. She describes
the school language practices very clearly:
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NF20(S)2: (. . . ) I would call it in German ‘Schubkastendenken’. And it is often like this
with these ‘drawers’ that when one is already there, don’t change place. And when you
say: these are the German or bilingual classes, then you speak with them in German, and
with Sorbs you speak Sorbian. (. . . ) When a Sorb thinks that you are ‘Witaj’ or that you
don’t speak Sorbian well, then he/she speaks to you in German and you have to repeat
three times that, yes, you can speak Sorbian with me. But it is difficult to change the
[language] habits.

Firstly, it is important to analyse the term ‘Schubkastendenken ’, (a ‘drawer way of thinking’, an
English-speaker might use the term ‘pigeonholing’). It refers to the language categorisation made
at the beginning of education which determines people’s language practices during their whole
time spent at school. In other words, Sorbs use the Sorbian language with other Sorbs but it is
not treated seriously as a possible tool of communication between Sorbs and Germans. Although
there are officially no longer any ‘German’ classes in the ‘2plus’ system, the discourse of a double
division of German and Sorbian worlds has also prevailed in the Sorbian school. It is not important
whether a student is in the bilingual class, or if they have Sorbian family roots, kinship or other
social relations. This categorisation ignores if a person has learnt Sorbian from childhood through
the immersive ‘Witaj’ programme and speaks fluent Sorbian. Either a person is a Sorbian native-
speaker (and preferably from a Catholic community), or they are German (not only in linguistic,
but also in ethnic/national terms). There is nothing ‘in between’, there is no common ground, and
therefore there is no need to share the Sorbian language with ‘Germans’, even if they want to.
Elka Tschernkoshewa3 has analysed the answers to the question, ‘Am I a German or am I a Sorb?’,
as a dichotomous way of thinking, existing (not only) in Lusatia, which negates all the blended
spheres of life, all the complicated biographies, families and relationships, the intertwined histories,
experiences and language practices (Tschernokoshewa, 2013). The ‘dream of purity’ as a national
paradigm of the 19th century still dominates in German-Sorbian relationships and provides no
scope for hybridity. It prevents the opening of a ‘third space’, as Tschernokoshewa underlines,
referring to theoreticians of post-colonial studies such as Homi K. Bhabha and Edward Saïd.
It seems that the attempt of Tschernokoshewa to make hybridology a starting point of cultural
research in Lusatia (Tschernokoshewa, 2013, p. 22), encountered the same obstacle as the ‘Witaj’
and ‘2plus’ programmes in the Sorbian education system. This is how the statement of the Sorbian
‘new speaker’ that ‘it is difficult to change habits’ may be understood.

The girl quoted above was lucky to find herself in the Sorbian native speakers’ class, a protected
area of Sorbian language, from the start of secondary school. Here she experienced language
immersion and was compelled to improve and to train her language competences constantly up to
a native-speaker level. Learners who stay outside native speaker classes do not have this possibility.
The boundary that defends the ‘pure’ Sorbian area, which was built up centuries ago and has
been strengthened over the years, is too strong. It seems that there is only a theoretical chance
of changing the existing, deeply internalised speech patterns. Without a strict school language
policy, this will not happen.

6 Pupil division and the consequences thereof
The lack of contact between learners and native speakers can be identified as the main obstacle for
learners starting to use the Sorbian language. The division between the group of Sorbian learners,
which – as explained in the previous section – are treated by the school pupils and teachers as
‘Germans’, and the ‘Sorbs’, who come from Sorbian-speaking families and mainly from Catholic

2The naming system: W(learner)/ N(new speaker)/M (native-speaker); F(female)/M(male); 20 (symbol given
to interviewee); (S) interview in Sorbian / (G) interview in German.

3Elka Tschernkoshewa was head of the cultural studies department of the Sorbian Institute in Bautzen/Budyšin
for many years and editor of the series, ‘Hybride Welten’ (Hybrid Worlds) from the international publishing house,
Waxmann.
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backgrounds, is almost total. This influences not only the students’ sense of identity (both at
school and outside school), but also the pupils’ language practices. Here are the words of a girl
who is a Sorbian language learner:

WF14(G): Well, not only linguistically [we feel separated]. Because it is still like this,
(. . . ) that these groups are sharply divided (. . . ). I think now in the 11th grade for the
first time we get together, through this course system German and Sorbian classes are no
longer separated. In general, I think that the school made many mistakes when it came to
separating German and Sorbian pupils. (. . . ) yes [we feel like second-class students], but
not just because of our schoolmates, also because of the teachers. Sometimes we just feel
like we don’t belong there. (. . . ) And I don’t think that this will really change in the next
few years. Because it’s just so deeply rooted.

This girl seems to be acutely aware of the consequences of the division amongst the pupils. This
awareness is related to the recent changes in the system of learning. For the first time in this
school, she has contact with native Sorbian pupils, and it makes her realize how much she has
lost regarding the learning of the Sorbian language. She expresses how wide the division between
Sorbs and Germans is. Once again, attention should be paid to how these terms are being used:
‘Sorbs’ are native-speakers of a language, members of a speech and cultural community. ‘Germans’
are those whose first language is German, regardless of their ethnic origin and expressed identity.
This division has a significant influence on pupils’ language and cultural choices.

For the first time, students who had been learning in different systems have the opportunity
to get to know each other in the 11th grade, just two years before leaving school. Not only does
this make it difficult for learners to practise their Sorbian, but they also often feel ‘unwanted’ at
school. The respondent quoted above says that non-native Sorbian pupils feel like ‘second class
students’ at school – as those who are not part of the Sorbian community. In addition, at least
some of these students themselves feel that they do not belong, and that in the ‘Sorbian’ school
their role is to justify statistics. Therefore, the German native speakers feel that the Sorbs do not
treat them as part of the group. Furthermore, they often do not feel accepted as potential Sorbian
language speakers. It certainly does not motivate them to study the language of people who ignore
them or do not accept them as members of the community. The girl expressed the opinion that
this division between ‘Sorbs’ and ‘Germans’ is too deeply rooted to be changed easily and quickly.
However, the problem is even more acute: this division is maintained to subjugate the Sorbian
community, because the Germans have always played the role of villains in Sorbian reality.

The strategy of dividing pupils leads to a lack of contact between Sorbian learners and native
speakers at school. Not only are they separated at the beginning of their education, but this
separation also increases during their years spent at school. The next extract is from an interview
with a boy, also from the class of learners of Sorbian, who explains how this separation results in
further ethnic and cultural division. He says:

WM12(G): (. . . ) it appears that Sorbian pupils have better relations with other Sorbian
pupils and (. . . ) the other way round, the German students have better relations with
each other than with the Sorbs. I think that the division is based here. So if we celebrate a
birthday, for example, outside school, then most of the people invited are from our former
class, they are all Germans. (. . . ) When we engage socially, it’s not like we’re dealing with
the Sorbs. (. . . ) And this distinction is still strong, I would say.

This student states that the division and separation of the language groups at school is transferred
to the level of social relations, making it impossible for pupils as a whole to build a community
which would embrace both those who have German as a first language and native Sorbian speakers.
This process is natural: when pupils start school they form strong relationships with those from
the same class with whom they spend much of their time. They visit each other and share common
interests and after-school activities. This translates into more durable relationships but they hardly
speak with those from other classes during breaks between lessons. The boy admits that even when
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all classes are together, the social relations remain unchanged, which is reflected in his statement
that they invite people from their former class to birthday parties. This is not due to any negative
feelings against Sorbs, it is just because they know their German peers well and have very little
or no contact with the Sorbian pupils.

Both the students quoted indicate the fact that a mixed community of pupils could have been
created and strengthened if students had had more opportunities to get to know each other earlier
and to organise something together. They admit that the feeling of community grows from the
11th grade. when all the pupils from the three types of classes are mixed, but this period only
last two years. The consequences of this separation have more than merely social significance. The
lack of contact between pupils makes it impossible for learners to practise the Sorbian language
and to improve their language level, and hence to become ‘new speakers’. Observations of pupils’
language practices at school confirm that Sorbian-speaking pupils almost never speak Sorbian to
those who were not in the ‘native speakers’ class, regardless of whether their interlocutor is able
to speak some Sorbian or not. Vice-versa, the same applies: pupils from non-native classes who
can speak Sorbian well, (almost) never use Sorbian in contact with native speakers, even if they
speak it easily with their former class colleagues, and with other ‘new speakers’.

The second level of this division is cultural, and also concerns the creation of communities. Not
only does the division give non-native speakers fewer opportunities to practise Sorbian, as well
as to get to know Sorbs and establish friendships with them, but it also has an adverse effect on
their motivation to learn Sorbian and their willingness to become part of the Sorbian community.
They simply do not participate in Sorbian social life. In the case of a minor language such as
Upper Sorbian, the only possibility to use it is by entering a speech community: both at school
and outside school. It is even more difficult for learners who have almost no contact with the
Sorbian language outside school. The theory of situated learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991) states
that learning is the process of acquiring skills connected with living in a particular community
and sharing common practices. Through this process, participants become conscious members of
a specific community of practice (Eckert & Wenger, 1994; Wenger, 1998). As can be observed, any
sense of community among students which would embrace not only Sorbian native speakers but
also Sorbian learners and new speakers starts to be built through mixed courses from the 11th
grade only. However, even then this community is weak as it is not supported by shared activities
apart from the main courses.

As a consequence, German pupils are separated from Sorbian culture and cultural life – they
do not feel encouraged at school to participate in Sorbian cultural activities. As one girla also
from the ‘German’ class, says:

WF15(G): We already have millions of full-time programs at this school, but actually
I haven’t participated in any. [The Sorbian events are] so far from here and if you know
only those from the school there . . . If I had friends living somewhere in those places,
maybe [I would participate], but I do not have any.

What exactly does she tell us? First of all, she admits that the school offers many Sorbian activities,
but that she has not participated in any of them. Indeed, the Sorbian secondary school is known
for offering numerous after-school activities for pupils. Many of them have a Sorbian character.
There is a Sorbian choir, performing Sorbian songs, which is well known in Lusatia and which is
seen as a place where the Sorbian elite is forged. There is a Sorbian theatre group, a Sorbian dance
group and an orchestra. Most of the non-native students who participated in the research have
never even considered participating in these groups, presuming that these activities are for ‘Sorbs’
only. In fact, the learners of Sorbian do not feel encouraged to participate in Sorbian cultural life
in the countryside (where the Sorbian speech community is based). The girl quoted above cites
distance as the main reason: ‘The Sorbian events are so far from here’, she says. However, she
then sheds light on the origin of the problem. Here, it is not distance that is the biggest problem,
it is the lack of Sorbian friends who would integrate a ‘German’ into the group. She admits that
if she had Sorbian friends, she would probably participate in Sorbian cultural life. However, she
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does not have any. This leads back to the fundamental problem of the separation of children at
school.

Interestingly, from the perspective of native Sorbs this separation is downplayed. Here are the
words of a Sorbian native-speaker girl:

MF1(S): In the choir, we have mainly native-speakers because we sing Sorbian songs and
for Germans it would be difficult, and also because it is a bit of Sorbian tradition and
customs. Because of that, it is slightly separated but when it comes to, for example, our
Sorbian celebrations, we are not divided. A celebration is a celebration, and it is not that
it is for Sorbs or Germans. Everybody can come and celebrate it together.

Trying to explain that non-native speakers could participate in Sorbian cultural life, she expresses
all the Sorbian-speaker language ideologies which hinder German-speakers’ entry to the Sorbian
community. She explains the lack of non-natives in the choir by claiming that they are singing
in Sorbian and that it would be too difficult for Germans. However, the language difficulty is
not a major issue here, the choir also sings in languages other than Sorbian, and it is not too
difficult for Sorbian speakers to sing these songs. The problem lies in the second part of the quote,
where she says that ‘it is a bit of Sorbian tradition and customs’. The relationship between Sorbian
culture, language use and Catholic traditions will be analysed separately in the next section. Here,
we can refer to the ideology of language (and culture) ownership related with the need to control
the ownership of a language and to decide who can use it, when and with whom (O’Rourke,
2011). This ideology refers to the notion of a ‘native speaker’ who is a ‘guardian’ of a language.
The ideology of language ownership goes beyond the language itself: it affects social relations and
excludes learners from the speech community.

The girl claims that the Sorbian celebrations in the countryside are open to all and that
German speakers can attend them. She does not ask herself why her non-native schoolmates do
not participate in the events, to which they are supposed to feel invited. Listening to both sides
provides an insight into the problem. In minority language education, not only are language com-
petences important, but intercultural competences are significant, as are cross-cultural attitudes
and behaviour, as they give learners a sense of belonging to a group. Learning a culture can ‘be
accomplished only through direct, sustained, and deep involvement with it’ (Valdiviezo & Nieto,
2015, p. 94). In order to motivate learners to acquire and practise a minority language and to
become new speakers, they should be immersed in a minority culture and speech community,
because ‘Language skills are no guarantee of continued use of that language into the teens and
adulthood. Enculturation, therefore, becomes essential if that language is to be useful and used’
(Baker & Wright, 2017, p. 284). Sorbian language education does not offer much to enculturate
Sorbian language learners.

According to Wenger, communities of practice must meet three conditions. Firstly, their mem-
bers have to interact on different levels, with the result that a ‘mutual engagement’ is created.
Secondly, all the participants should have common goals and activities, called ‘joint enterprise’.
Thirdly, they must ‘share the repertoire’ of resources connected with language, style and routines
through which the group’s identity is expressed (Wenger, 1998, pp. 72–85). It is through the ex-
istence of communities of practice in a minority language school that learners of a language may
interiorize the language and feel that it is theirs, and in this way become new speakers. It is through
these communities of practice that new speakers can integrate with native speakers, as the lan-
guage becomes an additional aspect of their common activities. It is also through communities of
practice that a new sense of a ‘minority language community’ is created (Dołowy-Rybińska, 2016).
It would appear that this kind of community of practice, created by both native and non-native
Sorbian speakers, does not exist in the school in which the research was conducted. Instead, this
school maintains the existing division between ethnic Sorbs and ethnic Germans. In this division
there is no place for new speakers of Sorbian. The roots of this division are strong, lying deep in
the still existent Lusatian discourse of national purity which, as mentioned above, precludes any
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third space. Furthermore, the division is strengthened by the philosophy and culture of Sorbian
Catholicism.

7 Catholicism as an identity marker
It is not possible to understand how difficult it is for Upper Sorbian learners to become new
speakers without understanding how deeply Upper Sorbian culture is linked to the Catholic Church
and the cultivation of Catholic folk customs. The background to these relations, as well as their
influence and dominance today, has been presented in the introductory part of this article. This
religious aspect also remains a determinant for language practices and identity in the younger
generation. As most of the Sorbian learners come from non-Catholic families, it is difficult for
them to be accepted and to be integrated into the Sorbian community. The explanation offered
by this Sorbian native speaker speaks volumes in this respect:

MM5(S): Faith is strongly related in this (. . . ). I don’t think that in the future the
Sorbian language will be maintained by (. . . ) ‘Witaj’. These institutions are important
(. . . ) but I see the Church as a pillar of Sorbianness (. . . ). These are the villages that
nurture Sorbian, and not the town. (. . . ) There, the Sorbian language is practiced a great
deal every week. (. . . ) not only the language, but also these customs, and they have often
a religious background. (. . . ) If we only care about saving the language, and not what is
related with this language, our culture, our customs. . . if we will lose them, then what is
the language for? (. . . ) The Sorbian language and the Catholic Church are so interrelated!
And it is not possible to separate one from the other.

It is clear that Sorbs do not identify new speakers as fully legitimate actors in the revitalisation of
their language, because the revitalisation process is related to the concept that Sorbian identity is
inherent and that it expresses itself through the language. Both identity and language are related
to tradition, which is (and must be in the future) Catholic.

What does the boy mean when he says that he sees ‘the Church as a pillar of Sorbianness’
and ‘these are the villages that nurture Sorbian?’ As Pauline Jaenecke shows in her study of the
language preservation of the Catholic Sorbs, the way of life in Sorbian villages is characterized
by ‘merging religion and social life’ (Jaenecke, 2003, p. 313). For centuries, the Catholic Church
in Lusatia offered, through its unique position outside German institutions, a protected space
for the Sorbian language, and basis for the linguistic, ethnic and religious boundaries between
Sorbs and Germans. Unlike in everyday public life in the main town and capital of Upper Lusatia,
Budyšin/Bautzen (Ratajczak, 2011), in Catholic Sorbian villages people are socially ‘obliged’ to
speak Sorbian. And, as Jaenecke pointed out, it is the manner in which Catholicism shapes village
communities that motivates the majority to speak Sorbian (Jaenecke, 2003, p. 343). This is also
true for German-speakers who settle in these villages. If they were not Catholic and were unable
to speak Sorbian they would have very little chance of integrating into the community. In contrast,
for German-speaking Catholics who live in the Upper Sorbian Catholic area it is much easier to
become a new speaker than for non-Catholics (see: Kimura, 2015).

To understand how completely the Catholic way of life dominates the community, as well as the
lives of individuals, and closes it off from Germans and non-Catholics, it is necessary to examine
the elements that comprise the structure of Sorbian space and time. As well as the sacraments
(religious ceremonies) and related customs which accompany life from beginning to end, both
boys and girls are obliged to serve as altar servers. Once a year they participate in a children’s
religious week. As teenagers, they join Catholic youth organisations and participate in activities
and pilgrimages. Additionally, the majority of boys aged 14 and over take part in the Easter horse
riding processions that connect the Catholic Sorbian villages. They attend church services (not
only on Sundays), acquire the impressive culture of Sorbian religious singing, and participate in
religious festivities. They establish relationships with each other (and with potential life partners)
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during the larger meetings, such as the Pentecost pilgrimage to Róžant/Rosenthal. The girls not
only wear national costumes on religious occasions, but also during village festivities such as the
Maypole dance. The entire year is structured this way, with events where the larger Sorbian speech
community meets. Dancing events for the young or Sorbian music concerts are planned around
the Catholic calendar. They do not take place during periods of fasting.

A young Sorb asks ‘If we only care about saving the language, and not what is related with
this language, our culture, our customs. . . if we will lose them, then what is the language for?’ In
the eyes of this interviewee it is the culture of this Catholic Sorbian world which has priority in
the process of language maintenance. The Sorbian language is only a tool of communication, not
the object which is to be preserved. From this perspective, it really does not make sense to learn
Sorbian, as his German-speaking non-Catholic peers are trying to. Why should they, if there is
no purpose, no ‘real’ life (meaning Catholic and Sorbian) behind it? If not through the Catholic
community, learners would have to have other social practices shared with the native Sorbs in
which a common language would foster a sense of community. For the boy quoted above, however,
the only Sorbian world is in the Catholic villages, with Catholicism as the entrance ticket to it.
None of the German-speaking respondents in the school has this ticket.

8 Conclusion
The main question this article aimed to answer is about the place of new speakers in the Upper
Sorbian school system. This question remains important as the Sorbs have opened their schools
to learners with the establishment of the ‘Witaj’ programme and the ‘2 plus’ system. They have
let German-speakers in, and have allowed them to believe that they will become bilingual. The
reality observed during the research does not correspond to the aims of these initiatives. The
German-speakers invest time and effort into learning Upper Sorbian but are rarely integrated into
the Sorbian community. Consequently, the school is not an ideal place to become a new speaker of
Upper Sorbian, although this situation has improved over the last several years. The concerns of
native Sorbian-speakers are the result of the historic background and tensions between Sorbs and
Germans. They can also be attributed to the strategy of isolation the Sorbs have developed in order
to resist Germanisation. This is related to the language ideologies, which are still strong in Lusatia
and which are not (yet) in the process of deconstruction, chiefly that the minority language should
not be used in the presence of dominant language speakers. This ideology determines language
practices and makes it particularly difficult for German-speaking learners of Upper Sorbian to
become fluent in the language.

The second problem concerns the cultural separation of the Sorbian and German worlds. Both
groups make little effort to enter into any meaningful interaction, to become acquainted with each
other, or to establish relationships. Little curiosity is displayed for the minority culture, which
would be necessary to motivate a person to learn the minority language. This is aggravated by
the boundaries constructed over the centuries by the Catholic Sorbs, who feel that they are the
‘owners’ of the Upper Sorbian language and the only ‘real’ Sorbs. This threefold boundary requires
newcomers to participate in a life they do not know and in customs which (for cultural and religious
reasons) will never be theirs. For them to become new speakers of the Sorbian language, a new
space, both cultural and linguistic, should be created. This is still a pressing challenge for Sorbian
language education. The school should contribute to forming this space, where Upper Sorbian can
been used as the language of different communities of practice and is not necessarily related to
Sorbian traditions.

If one imagines the Upper Sorbian education system as a lens looking into the Upper Sorbian
speech community, one can see some important indicators. Firstly, Sorbian and German pupils
are continually divided. They are taught in the same school – just as Sorbs and Germans who
live in the same territory – but they are separated. Even when pupils are finally in the same
classes in the 11th grade, their relationships with friends from former groups (Sorbs for the native
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Sorbian-speakers and Germans for the non-natives) are already so strong that they tend to have
little significant interaction with their new classmates. In addition, this division is reinforced by
the fact that the Sorbian-speakers know each other from their villages and church life, while
most of the German-speakers are from Bautzen/Budyšin. Most of the pupils enter the school as
members of a certain community and they cannot change this situation at school because the
school maintains this division.

This division makes it difficult for pupils to get to know each other and to create new forms of
communities of practice which are not based on ethnic or linguistic terms but on shared activities
offered by the school. The lack of such activities, and the school’s deliberate language policy,
increase the problems non-natives face integrating into the Sorbian speech community.

Sorbian and German culture and language are in constant contact as both groups inhabit the
same territory. At the same time, it seems that this contact is often superficial. Germans have
their preconceived notions about Sorbs and Sorbs hide their Sorbian identity when in contact with
Germans. This state of affairs sheds new light on the question of ‘new speakers’ and their role in
maintaining/revitalizing a minority language, particularly when a minority language is contested
by the dominant group and appropriated by the minority. This problem demands further research.
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